
We know that the need to work remotely will become 
increasingly necessary.  We are committed to working 
with you and to continuing business uninterrupted.  
Our technology and IT systems allow us to work 
remotely on a fully efficient basis to provide you with 
the same level of service you expect from us.

Through Trust.Review, we can geographically expand 
our talent and extend a secure work environment to 
better balance the client’s need for security with the 
time sensitivity of review engagements.

Proven Process, Applied Virtually   
We use the same proven, process-driven approach 
whether the review is virtual or centralized. We start by 
selecting talent with a proven track record of review 
success. We add multiple layers of quality control and 
reporting to ensure the most efficient and accurate 
review. 

Data Security  
Data security always comes first. All our data centers 
are ISO & SOC certified. We provide a comprehensive 
set of secure virtual desktop solutions, which 
all leverage best in class AES- 256 encryption 
complimented with multi-factor authentication.

Virtual Review
Solutions
Trust.Review™ – The proven Trustpoint review 
solution, applied virtually. Our secure, virtual 
review solution builds upon proven talent 
and processes to establish geographically 
independent review teams.

Defensible & Audit Ready 
All virtual review activity is logged and centrally 
stored on our secure data servers, ensuring every 
action is verifiable, audit-ready, and defensible.

Secure ID Verification 
Using secure multi-factor authentication, all team 
members are required to regularly verify their ID.

Quality Control 
Our quality control measures ensure redundant 
checks at each stage of the review. No decision is 
left unverified.  

Clean Data 
Just like in traditional review, each session is logged 
and recorded independently. There is no data-overlap 
among team members.

Proven Talent 
By choosing our reviewers based on their past 
history of review success, we deploy proven, vetted 
attorneys on every review project.
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The Virtual Review Process Migrating an Existing Review 
to the Virtual Platform 
 
For all current or scheduled Trustpoint review projects, 
the transition to the virtual platform is essentially 
seamless. In most cases, we can retain the same project 
management and review team that is already in place, 
thus ensuring a minimal interruption to the process. 
 
If you have a review in place that Trustpoint is not 
currently managing, speak with a member of our sales 
team today. We can quickly put in place a transition 
plan. With the faster ramp times of virtual review, you 
can be up and running quickly. 

We are committed to supporting reviewers working 
remotely to enable seamless service to our clients, 
with the necessary technological and operational 
infrastructure already in place.  Our commitment to 
providing you with the highest level of client service 
is unwavering and we are dedicated to ensuring there 
will be no disruption of our service to you.

Fast Ramp Times  

By removing geographic constraints, 

you can assemble the best possible 

team in less time. Get your project up 

and running quickly.

Expert Talent  

Your access to highly specialized talent 

increases by using a virtual approach. 

Obtain & retain the expertise you need 

no matter where they are in the world.

Cost Savings  

Savings vs traditional review can 

be significant. There are no physical 

location costs associated with 

virtually assembled review teams.

Additional Benefits of Virtual Review

Team Assembled & Trained 
Trustpoint pulls from our deep pool of proven talent. 
Training in remote review provided where necessary.

Project Manager Assigned  
Our virtual platform uses the same project managers 
as our traditional reviews, thus ensuring quality. 

Virtual Environment Established 
Remote login credentials, workstations, and 
centralized database created.

Workflows Applied 
By relying on our existing process and workflows, we 
ensure an efficient, accurate review.

Daily Status Reports 
Trustpoint provides daily reports listing project status, 
progress percentage, and results.


